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3 Research programme 
 
3.1 Objectives and work programme 
 
General information 
 
Starting point. Analyses of the development of science and technology have long been 
shaped by the idea that the creation of new knowledge is basically equivalent to the formulation 
and improvement of theories within academic disciplines. From this point of view, old theories 
were falsified and thus discarded, and new ones had to be proven true. This was the reason 
why history, philosophy and sociology of science were mainly focused on theories and their 
dynamics. Typical authors of this approach are Thomas S. Kuhn, Imre Lakatos, Robert K. 
Merton and Karl Popper (e.g. Carrier 2009; Barker/Kitcher 2013; Heinze et al. 2013). Following 
their classical contributions, the „New Experimentalism“ that was influenced by history and 
philosophy of science stressed three important facts: (1) experiments can have an institutional 
and epistemic life of their own; (2) empirical science is organized in experimental systems, 
which constantly create new and surprising empirical facts (Hacking 1983; Rheinberger 1997; 
Heidelberger/Steinle 1998; Epple 1999) and (3) material conditions for the creation of the new 
are essential, such as workshops, laboratories and research and development departments - 
for example when analysing the history of technical universities (Gugerli et al. 2005) or when 
creating new instruments of research or large-scale scientific facilities (Galison/Hevly 1992; 
Shinn/Joerges 2002; Crease/Westfall 2016). In addition, Science and Technology Studies 
(STS) have revitalised the exploration of the material and the technical part of knowledge cre-
ation (Mol 2002; Mody 2011; Law 2012), including the social construction of technology, 
knowledge, and science and their embeddedness in power relations. They put the analysis of 
the co-production of social and scientific/technical order (Oudshoorn/Pinch 2003; Jasanoff 
2004) and an understanding of science as practice centre stage (Pickering 1992 und 1993; 
Knorr-Cetina 2001; Epple/Zittel 2010; Gheradi 2019). 
Conceptualisation of transformations. The debate about transformations in science and 
technology is ongoing. While the oftentimes limited perspectives of current approaches may 
seem plausible by themselves, they do not do justice to the complexity of the development as 
a whole. The Research Training Group (Graduiertenkolleg, henceforth: GRK)1 takes this ob-
servation as a starting point to develop a more comprehensive view of the dynamics of science 
and technology. Rather than contesting claims of extreme forms of transformation, the pro-
posed analytical framework integrates such assertions into a multi-dimensional picture of 
transformations in science and technology. We aim to examine the extent to which diagnoses 
of transformations are themselves constructions that shape a certain historical view rather than 
simply a reconstruction of scientific and technical development, as was illustrated in the debate 
about “Technosciences” (e.g. Nordmann 2011). This way, the GRK works reflectively in two 
ways (see Bourdieu 2004). 
In this context the GRK will firstly strive to carve out more clearly the findings of the above 
mentioned “New Experimentalism” as well as the recent STS literature and relate them to each 
other. For example, this concerns the research on the social situatedness of the production 
and/or implementation of scientific knowledge and technology. This includes considering how 
power relations have been addressed in current feminist and post-colonial STS literature (Har-
ding 2016; Pollock/Subramaniam 2016; Law/Lin 2017; Lyons et al. 2017; Lanza Rivers 2019).  
Secondly, the GRK will broaden the concept of institutions in order to capture both informal 
and cognitive dimensions of institutional orders in addition to formal rules (Scott 2013). This is 
important in regard to how scientists and their ideas are connected within their respective sci-
entific or technical community as well as for establishing criteria, such as elegance, simplicity, 
and beauty (see McAllister 1999; Hossenfelder 2018; Ivanova/French 2020). These “hidden” 
criteria play an important role for research itself, for scientific publications and allocation of 

                                                           
1 Information on the structure of Research Training Groups funded by the German Research Founda-
tion can be found here: https://www.dfg.de/en/research_funding/programmes/coordinated_pro-
grammes/research_training_groups/forms_guidelines/index.html 

https://www.dfg.de/en/research_funding/programmes/coordinated_programmes/research_training_groups/forms_guidelines/index.html
https://www.dfg.de/en/research_funding/programmes/coordinated_programmes/research_training_groups/forms_guidelines/index.html
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research funding. In particular, 
interdisciplinary research on 
technical innovations has chal-
lenged the idea that the “best” 
technology prevails, but instead 
identified economic, political, 
aesthetic and cultural interests 
and contexts, such as design, 
market orientation or institutional 
environment, as highly influential 
(Anderson/Tushman 1986, 
1990; Bauer 2006; Oudshoorn 
2011; Bijker et al. 2012; Bowman 
et al. 2017). 
Dimensions. When it comes to 
the development of science and 
technology, three fundamental 
dimensions are important and have to be understood within the confines of their historical in-
terdependences and preconditions. The dimension of topics that has dominated history of 
science so far covers often-debated theories as well as experiential knowledge which often-
times is not specified or codified systematically. The dimension of processes that occur via 
behaviour and communication includes the experimental and communicative practices of 
knowledge as well as their technical applications. Here, aspects of teaching and the transfer 
of knowledge, competences, and skills as well as the diverse aspects of science communica-
tion come into view. We assume that modern science and technology increasingly operates 
under the expectation of being comprehensible and transmissible, both inside and outside the 
scientific community. Furthermore, it seems plausible to consider the dimension of institu-
tional conditions in a historical-sociological way, that is, to include empirically founded anal-
yses of the development and historical change of institutions. In so doing, the focus shall not 
only be on academic research at universities but also on non-university or government funded 
research facilities and industrial research laboratories as well. Other important institutional as-
pects are the educational system, the communication systems of academic disciplines and the 
mainly international entities for sharing scientific and technical knowledge and skills. All three 
dimensions mentioned are analytical tools that highlight aspects whose interaction we want to 
examine. 
 
 
Interaction between dimensions. The tension created by continuity and discontinuity can be 
applied to all three dimensions, assuming that each dimension is somewhat independent from 
each other. This means that discontinuities within the dimension of topics (e.g. the theory of 
relativity) are neither necessarily accompanied by discontinuities within the dimension of pro-
cesses (no fundamental change in physical research) nor within the dimension of institutions 
(no new research or teaching entities are created). On the other hand, despite continuity within 
the dimension of topics, institutional disruptions may endanger processes of scientific research 
(e.g., collapse of scientific publication system in Germany after World War I). A multidimen-
sional description of what is happening is thus possible, where the three dimensions are more 
or less interwoven, depending on the particular historical situation and the scientific and tech-
nical communities’ developmental stage. This means that each constellation of topics, pro-
cesses and institutional conditions needs to be located historically and explained sociologi-
cally. Our framework, as shown below, goes beyond conventional history, philosophy and so-
ciology of science in that it can be used to characterise transformations of particular phenom-
ena in a more detailed way. Our model especially allows for the analysis of discontinuities as 
results of gradual changes within those three dimensions (Streeck/Thelen 2005). In this regard, 
we will clarify how STS studies, with their focus on power relations, can contribute insights to, 
for example, either the loss or maintenance of resource ensembles (Ash 2002; Plennert 2018). 

Ill. 1: conceptual frame of historical institutionalism 
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Critical view on theory as a mo-
tor. Another starting point of the 
GRK is the general insight that re-
search is not only driven by theoret-
ical considerations, but that theoret-
ical progress can also be decisively 
influenced by technical or methodi-
cal developments. Theory is rarely 
plausible as a driving force in tech-
nical areas where emphasis is less 
on whether something is true or not, 
but rather whether something works 
or whether technologies can survive 
in the market. This is also relevant 
in areas of theoretically oriented re-
search, e.g. when big science facili-
ties change their thematic orienta-
tion for the sake of survival, or when 
research strategies get influenced 
by trends in the form of the afore-

mentioned “hidden criteria”. Hence, it is the interaction between all three dimensions (topics, 
processes, institutional conditions) that matters the most. 
Terminology and theoretical approach. In order to adequately capture transformations (dis-
continuity, change) within each dimension, we will probe historical institutionalism’s concepts 
and terminology (Thelen 2003; Streeck/Thelen 2005). Within historical-sociological research, 
this interdisciplinary approach has been increasingly applied and has produced many new in-
sights in recent years (Streeck 2009; Fioretos et al. 2016; Heinecke 2016; Aagaard 2017). In 
contrast to the widespread idea that cognitive and institutional changes either strengthen ex-
isting paths (Fig 1: top left) or bring an abrupt end to long phases of stability with either contin-
uous (Fig 1: bottom left) or discontinuous impact (Fig 1: bottom right), research using the 
framework of historical institutionalism has shown that step-by-step-changes accumulate over 
time and can thus lead to comprehensive transformations (Fig 1: top right). Such incremental-
cumulative transformations serve as the conceptual starting point of the GRK, including par-
ticular forms of change, such as displacement (substitution of existing theories, regulations 
and practices by new ones), layering (adding new theories, regulations and practices) and 
drift (keeping existing regulations, practices and theories in simultaneously changing social 
and cultural environments). This framework will both be adapted and applied to the three di-
mensions mentioned above (Fig 2). 
Gradualism. We characterise our proposed analytical perspective as multidimensional and 
gradual, aiming to include established terms, such as evolution, revolution, standstill, disrup-
tion and continuity into our analysis. At the same time, we will examine concrete phenomena 
and examples based on the analytical categories of historical institutionalism and with refer-
ence to the STS literature mentioned above (see below: research projects). 
 
Specific aspects 
 
The Old. We will not exclusively focus on the New, but will keep an eye on the fate of the Old 
throughout. Exemplary analyses using this perspective have been conducted in the history of 
science and technology (e.g. waste disposal, failures of innovation) (see Bauer 2006; Edgerton 
2006; Krebs et al. 2018). Thanks to modern computing capabilities, declining research fields 
in mathematics (e.g. invariant theory) were invigorated. Although it is not possible to bring back 
all forgotten or overlooked knowledge, the GRK will try to actively include this “sedimentary 
layer” into its analyses. 
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Interdisciplinarity. Previous analyses of continuity and discontinuity suffered from a certain 
lack of cooperation between science-reflective disciplines (history, philosophy, sociology) on 
the one hand, and the sciences themselves (e.g. geoscience, mathematics, physics) on the 
other hand. The GRK unites approaches of history of science and technology as well as phi-
losophy and sociology of science with aspects of the history of education by considering edu-
cation and teaching as crucial aspects of institutionalised science and technology. Science and 
technology are always taught and practised in particular institutional settings. While philosophy 
of science provides general models for the development of science that include normative 
statements, sociology of science aims to explain developments of science without reference 
to such normativity. In contrast, history of science and technology are descriptive as well as 
constructive. Analysing historical processes and developments provides not only the material 
for probing existing concepts of scientific and technological change but is fundamental for the 
development of new concepts as well (Schmaltz/Mauskopf 2011; Ash 2012; Carrier 2012; 
Kinzel 2012; Nordmann 2012; Schickore 2013). 
We want to include two typical aspects – namely the “Cult of the New” and the “Drama of the 
Old” (Edgerton 2006; Krebs et al. 2018) – that seem to be closely connected with recent de-
velopments of science, research and technology. The rapidly increasing number of research-
ers combined with new technologies (especially the internet) leads to an undefinably large 
number of new results and artefacts. Deciding what is relevant and how to define “relevant” is 
thus crucial and makes new methods of editing and assessing information more and more 
important (e.g., bibliometrics, Jappe et al. 2018; Ball 2020). 
Hidden criteria and power relations. Despite its centrality to modern praxis, the influence of 
criteria such as elegance, simplicity, implicit knowledge and socially embedded power relations 
(especially with regard to gender aspects and the “global North” and “global South” (see Har-
ding 1990, 2016)) on scientific and technological research as well as on the allocation of fund-
ing and on the selection of research projects is rarely discussed. The efficacy and diffusion of 
these criteria depends on modern forms of communication that make possible their rapid 
spreading and full reception. As hidden criteria and power relations in theory and practice may 
have a lasting impact on careers, junior researchers need to be informed about them. Thus, 
reflection on these criteria is an essential part of the GRK. 
Timeframe. We have deliberately chosen a broadly defined timeframe starting around 1800, 
considered a standard epochal divide in the history of science (e.g. Nye 2003), as after 1800 
science became increasingly procedural, focusing on permanent change, the revision of exist-
ing concepts and the creation of new concepts. This “Cult of the New” is the insignia of a whole 
epoch as well as of modern science and technology. At the beginning of this timeframe, publicly 
funded and organised education systems (including the professionalisation of school teachers 
and university lecturers) and academic disciplines emerged across Europe (Servos 1990; 
Hiebert 1996; Lucier 2009). At the end of the timeframe, we observe what has been called 
“knowledge society” that is marked by a comprehensive scientification of society and an ac-
celeration of its structural change (Weingart 2001; Szöllösi-Janze 2004). Our timeframe covers 
the Industrialisation that had a lasting impact on all fields of science and technology under 
consideration, and vice versa. This includes the emergence of industrial research laboratories 
in the second half of the 19th century (Pithan 2019) as well as government-funded research 
facilities outside the university sector, such as the Pasteur Institute in Paris or the Physikalisch-
Technische Reichsanstalt in Braunschweig, thus starting a process that became more dynamic 
in the early 1900s when Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes were founded in Germany and National La-
boratories were built in the United States. Industrialisation also led to the emergence of a new 
branch of the education system consisting of secondary and polytechnic schools that later 
became technical universities.  
Our timeframe also covers the militarisation and massive governmental control of science and 
technology in the 20th century that occurred in the context of World War I and II, but especially 
after 1945, and that supported all forms of Big Science projects. In addition, we consider vari-
ous expansion cycles of the education system, in particular the expansion in the 1960s[,] which 
considerably increased both academic and industrial research especially in Europe and North 
America and continued well into the 1970s. Also, we observe the waning pre-eminence of 
autonomous academic science in the 1980s, a phenomenon that has been discussed as 
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“Mode 1/Mode 2” (Gibbons et al. 1994) and that covers resource saturation in what has been 
called “steady state science” (Ziman 1994). At the end of our timeframe, we explore limits of 
government funding with regard to ever more sophisticated and costly Big Science facilities 
(e.g., cancellation of the Superconducting Supercollider in the United States, see Riordan et 
al. 2015) and we discuss the contested value of basic research in industrial research labora-
tories (e.g., closure of the Bell Laboratories, see Chesbrough 2006). 
Geographical delimitation. The focus of our research is on Europe and Northern America 
(see 3.1.2, 3.1.3, 3.1.5, 3.1.8), but can be canonically broadened (see 3.1.4, 3.1.6) or rather is 
not bound geographically (see 3.1.1, 3.1.7, 3.1.9). Science and technology are embedded in-
stitutionally but are also locally situated – namely in universities, academies or non-university 
research facilities. With special reference to STS research, we will analyse institutional orders 
of knowledge also regarding their embeddedness into local contexts. 
 
 
Key research questions of the GRK 
 
- How does the New emerge and how do disruptions occur? What happens with the Old and 

how is continuity manufactured? 
- How do the three dimensions (topics, processes, institutions) interact and where do they 

diverge? 
- How important are actors when it comes to negotiating between the New and the Old? 

How can we adequately capture actors’ relations of power and resources? 
- How can we use, specify and advance the concepts and terminology of historical institu-

tionalism (displacement, layering, drift) for the analysis of transformation in science and 
technology? 

- Which STS concepts can be fruitfully combined with analytical categories of historical in-
stitutionalism, and where are persistent frictions between the two frameworks? 

- What kind of influence do aspects of teaching (education system) and sharing (disciplinary 
communication systems) of knowledge and technology have? Vice versa: How do devel-
opments of topics, processes and institutional conditions influence teaching and sharing of 
knowledge and technology? 

 
Outline of our research programme 
 
No. Principal  

investigator 
Project title 

3.1.1 Dardashti The impact of meta-empirical theory assessment criteria on the de-
velopment of string theory (20th/21st centuries). 

3.1.2 Heinze Disciplinary profiles and patterns at universities in Europe and 
Northern America in the 19th and 20th centuries. 

3.1.3 Remmert Forms and functions of historical writing about sciences and tech-
nology in Germany and Europe in the 19th and 20th centuries. 

3.1.4 Achermann Constitution and change of geoscientific disciplines viewed from an 
international perspective 19th and 20th centuries. 

3.1.5 Volkert Continuity and change in the field of geometry and at polytechnics 
in German-speaking countries in the second half of the 19th cen-
tury. 

3.1.6 Stehrenberger Crisis and violence as research objects viewed from a global per-
spective from the 19th to 21st centuries. 

3.1.7 Schiemann Standard model of particle physics as a Kuhn paradigm (20th/21st 
centuries). 

3.1.8 Krömer Structural mathematics in the first half of the 20th century: Change 
of methods and loss of knowledge. 

3.1.9 Leuschner Scientific change through social diversity? A critical, empirical and 
normative discussion of feminist standpoint theory (20th/21st centu-
ries). 
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Table 1: Overview of plans (in alphabetical order) 
 
3.1.1 The impact of meta-empirical theory assessment criteria on the development of string 

theory (20th/21st centuries). 
In popular scientific literature, string theory is called a “theory of everything”: A theory that 
unifies all fundamental particles and their interactions in one formula and thus realises the 
“dream of reductionism”. However, this “old” wish of unification could only be realised by a 
theory with higher dimensions (with 10 or rather 11 space-time dimensions). Furthermore, new 
fundamental entities had to be added, like one-dimensional strings and multi-dimensional 
branes. String theory has become an established field of fundamental physics within the last 
three or four decades: Annual conferences and summer schools as well as textbooks (e.g. for 
Bachelor students – Zwiebach 2004) are proof of that. The last edition of “Top Cited Articles 
of All Time” in the online archive of high-energy physics, Inspirehep, listed four articles about 
string theory among its top ten. From a philosophy of science perspective, the institutionalisa-
tion of string theory as a “normal science” without empirical evidence in support of it is the 
perfect research object in order to rationally explore the role and impact of meta-empirical 
theory assessment strategies (Dardashti/Hartmann 2019) when it comes to choosing a theory. 
Within the dimension of topics, string theory made a significant development. It originated as 
a theory of the strong nuclear force in the 1960s, was dismissed for theoretical reasons and 
was then rediscovered as a theory of all interactions and particles in the 1970s (topics/layer-
ing, drift). After initial theoretical problems, it underwent the so-called “first superstring revo-
lution” in 1984. However, this was accompanied by the postulate of a multiplicity of theoretical 
possibilities that contradicted the desire for unification. Edward Witten was able to unify all 
these theoretical options in 1995 in the “second superstring revolution” (topics /layering). Fol-
lowing these successes, string theory has been recently used as a “toolbox” for various fields 
of theoretical physics (particle phenomenology and solid-state physics, for instance) and pure 
mathematics (topics/drift), rather than as a unified theory of all interactions and particles. 
Those various fields interpret parts and results of string theory anew, or leave them uninter-
preted as a methodical tool. 
The difficulty of experimentally testing string theory (as a unified theory) was accompanied by 
an openly discussed change within the dimension of processes and institutions. How do I test 
and assess a theory that is experimentally inaccessible? How can string theory still be a sci-
entific theory at all if it is not possible to test it experimentally? In regard to philosophy of sci-
ence, this question led to alternative and rationally reconstructed assessment strategies, like 
the no alternatives argument or the argument of unexpected explanatory coherence (Dawid 
2013). A question recently discussed in philosophy of science is whether these alternative 
assessment strategies replace (processes/displacement) the empirical method with a “post-
empirical” method (Huggett 2014) or whether those strategies have always played a role in 
theory assessment, but have only recently been strengthened as empirical evidence is miss-
ing. According to Dawid’s approach, the explanation for the development and success of string 
theory might be justified. In contrast, another option is that sociological and psychological con-
ditions resulted in the development of string theory and its institutional dominance (Woit 2006; 
Smolin 2008). This means that the scientific nature of string theory is established as a socio-
logical consequence of certain ideologies (Gieryn 1983, 1999; Ritson/Camilleri 2015). To un-
derstand the development of string theory as the interplay of these two competing dimensions 
is one of the main methodological theses of this project.  
 
Possible dissertation projects. 
(1) The development of the string theory from the point of view of meta-empirical theory as-
sessment: 
Although Dawid (2013) has created methods for meta-empirical theory confirmation, those are 
lacking a detailed application in the context of the historical development of string theory. 
Dawid’s assessment strategies explicitly relate to the scientific community and thus its reliabil-
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ity can be questioned by the sociological and institutional dynamic mentioned above (pro-
cesses/displacement). We want to understand the development of the string theory by ana-
lysing the interaction of those different dimensions. 
(2) The role of meta-empirical theory assessment in the history of physics: 
It will be investigated how meta-empirical methods of theory assessment – covering Dawid’s 
criteria as well as the conceptualisation of analogue experiments, developed in Dardashti et 
al. (2018, 2019) – are applied in the history of physics and what significance they have had for 
the development of the corresponding theories. 
Possible doctoral candidates. Graduates of philosophy, history and sociology of science or 
of physics/mathematics. 
 
3.1.2 Disciplinary profiles and patterns at universities in Europe and Northern America in the 

19th and 20t century. 
The questions of research for this project are: (1) Which academic disciplines and research 
fields have been established during the expansion of the university system, (2) how has their 
composition changed and (3) how can this change be explained from a historical-sociological 
point of view. Until now, empirical analysis of the global development and change of the struc-
ture of disciplines has been sketchy at best. The most influential study of Frank/Gabler (2006) 
compares lecture timetables and staff structures of the biggest national universities in 90 coun-
tries (n=90 universities). They find that the humanities have declined during the 20th century, 
whereas the natural and the social sciences have considerably expanded (institutions/dis-
placement). However, this finding is contested because the methodical design of the study 
leads to under-representation of big countries (e.g. USA, FR and DE) and over-representation 
of small countries. Nevertheless, Frank/Gabler (2006) can be used to devise hypotheses. Fur-
ther studies have explored institutional factors that favour the emergence of new academic 
fields at universities (Brint et al. 2010; topics, institutions/layering) and under which condi-
tions established fields have been reduced or dismantled (Brint et al. 2012). One of the results 
of these studies is that universities in populated areas establish new academic fields more 
often and faster than universities of the same kind in thinly populated areas. Both studies of 
Brint et al. (2010, 2012) refer to the United States and need to be validated as well as expanded 
to the specific institutional contexts of other countries and regions. However, like the study of 
Frank/Gabler (2006), we can use them to formulate hypotheses.  
Based on the aforementioned studies as well as other relevant treaties (e.g. Ruegg, 2004, 
2010), we want to explore in this project the development and change of disciplinary patterns 
at universities in selected countries and regions. It is our aim to delineate regionally repre-
sentative samples of universities which allow for the formulation of reliable statements about 
their development, especially concerning the growth of new disciplines and fields (topics, in-
stitutions/layering), the displacement processes between new and old disciplines and fields 
(topics, institutions/displacement), and regarding the disparity between societal demands 
for new knowledge and the actual growth of resources for new academic fields (topics, insti-
tutions/drift). In order to get this project operational, we will limit its scope in terms of space 
and disciplines. Lecture timetables and staff data will be our working material as well as student 
enrolment and bibliometric data. Regarding data gathering for Germany, we will use existing 
works about universities’ institutional history (e.g. Tübingen: Paletschek 2001) as well as data 
manuals (Titze 1995; Lundgreen 2009). Furthermore, we will build on a feasibility study that 
gathered and documented disciplinary profiles of research and teaching at German universities 
for the period of 1992 to 2018 (see here). 
 
Possible dissertation projects. 
(1) Institutional context conducive for the growth of new academic disciplines 
One possible project would compare the development of disciplines at selected universities in 
national research systems with a more (e.g., DE) or less (e.g., USA, NL) developed public non-
university research sector. Especially regarding Frank/Gabler’s claim (2006) that universities 
adapt their disciplinary structure to societal demands for problem-solving capabilities, one 
might expect a profound difference between Germany and the other above-mentioned coun-

https://fachprofile.uni-wuppertal.de/en.html
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tries. The project could find out to what extent such capabilities in Germany arise outside uni-
versities, and examine the repercussions on the transformation of field patterns compared to 
countries where the institutional environment of universities is populated by much fewer non-
university research facilities. The dissertation project could examine whether university-based 
disciplines have higher perseverance in Germany (topics, institutions/drift) than in other 
countries due to the considerable size of the publicly funded non-university research sector. 
 
(2) Professionalisation of academic expertise in the context of institutional stratification 
A second possible project could examine the academic education of new expert groups (pro-
fessionals) that emerge with the rise of the knowledge society. According to Brint et al. (2010, 
2012), the social prestige of universities restrains the admission of application-oriented fields 
into the university curriculum (topics/drift) although those are really important for the growth 
of new professions. By systematically comparing universities or countries, the project could 
examine whether this empirical result can be generalised or whether it can only be applied to 
strongly stratified university systems (e.g., USA, UK, FR), whereas in more egalitarian univer-
sity systems (e.g., DE, CH, AU, NL) other institutional processes influence the selection of 
application-oriented subjects into the university curriculum (topics/layering). 
Possible doctoral candidates. Graduates of sociology and/or history as well as of empirical 
education research. 
 
3.1.3 Forms and functions of historical writing about sciences and technology in Germany and 

Europe in the 19th and 20th centuries. 
In the context of transformations of science and technology, various forms of historical reflexion 
about the development, legitimisation strategies and “success stories” of the sciences are an 
important part of negotiating their role in modern societies and academic systems. For the 
period from 1800 to the 1950s, this is equally valid for historical reflections and observations 
by practitioners of specific disciplines (as, for instance, prefaces, publications in newspapers 
or official speeches) as well as for the emerging field of historiography of science or the tension 
between master narratives about the history of science and technology, deeply rooted in the 
ideology of the New, and local historical narratives which may tend more strongly towards the 
Old. The project takes up the analytical categories of historical institutionalism in two ways. On 
the one hand it explores the importance of the two branches (for our purpose separated into 
ideal types) within the processes of categorising knowledge as “old” or “new”. For example, 
the Old is often used as a framework of reference when it comes to legitimising the New (in-
vention of tradition), constitution of continuity or literally creating a national or European tradi-
tion or rather hegemony (topics, institutions, processes/layering). The veneration of scien-
tists in the 19th and early 20th century (e.g. at official buildings such as the École polytechnique 
or statues/memorials such as the Kepler memorial 1871 in Weil or street names) is visible 
proof of such processes as well as a sign of their changing significance in society (see “statu-
mania” (Hobsbawm/Ranger 1983)). Strengthening the meaning of old knowledge as opposed 
to the ideology of the New becomes a domain of historiography, which may have the role to 
highlight or construct gradual and implicit processes of change (processes/displacement) 
(Raffaello Caverni in Italy, Pierre Duhem in France). The constructed nature of master narra-
tives, which are very much shaped by literary and narrative conventions, plays an important 
role in these processes (White 1991; Motzkin 2002). At the same time, when it comes to con-
structing historical narratives, it has to be considered that specific parts of history were actively 
forgotten or rather written out of the historiography, for example the role of women and gender 
or the production of knowledge outside of Europe. 
On the other hand, the historiography of science and other forms of historical writing about 
science and technology can acquire a legitimising function when it comes to institutional or 
disciplinary processes of change. In this way, they can serve as an accompanying histori-
cal/narrative program to institutional processes of change that can be analysed as layering, 
displacement or drift. From this point of view and in the context of the GRK, the analysis of 
specific forms of historical writing about science and technology is an instrument that can con-
tribute to studying and disclosing such processes of change. 
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Possible dissertation projects. 
(1) Scientific Revolution 
On the one hand an analysis of 19th- and 20th-century historical writings on (a) the Scientific 
Revolution (e.g. starting with Guglielmo Libri (Del Centina/Fiocca 2010)) or (b) the category of 
the New in 19th- and 20th-century science (North 2013), can be used to critically discuss (1) the 
emerging standard narratives about the history of science and technology or rather (2) success 
stories that have been codified by historiography of science. Questions are whether, how and 
why various plots have shifted, have been removed or have been overlaid (processes/layer-
ing, displacement, drift). 
(2) The right to award doctorates at Technical Universities 1899 
On the other hand, the role of historical arguments in institutional changes could be interpreted 
as drift and/or layering. An example for this analysis of historical arguments is the debate 
about the right to award doctorates that William II. gave to Technical Universities in 1899 (Kö-
nig 2007, 119-26) as well as the following historical assessment of this development. The 
granting of the right itself marks a timely graduated transfer of drift in layering because the 
system gets a new layer of universities that have the right to award doctorates. The current 
debate about giving the right to award doctorates to universities of applied sciences can also 
be viewed in the context of a drift. 
Possible doctoral candidates. Graduates of history or history of science or (if candidates are 
interested in historiographical methods) philosophy or sociology of science. 
 
3.1.4 Constitution and change of geoscientific disciplines in the 19th and 20th centuries from an 

international perspective. 
Geosciences explore the composition of the Earth, its lithosphere, its hydrosphere, its atmos-
phere, its pedosphere and its cryosphere. This means, they explore processes in rocks, in 
water, in the air, in the earth as well as of ice and snow, and thus are based on the principles 
of physics, mathematics, chemistry and biology. They seek to understand how the Earth came 
into being and how its physical, chemical and biological processes work. Their questions of 
research have always arisen from a specific understanding of our environment or rather of 
environmental problems and their findings have an imprint on this understanding. Geosciences 
are highly instrument-based and interdisciplinary. 
The relevance and organisation of geosciences changed greatly throughout the 19th century 
and especially in the 20th century. New instruments and theories as well as the changing rela-
tionships between man and the environment and between technology and the environment led 
to new questions. A growing understanding of the Earth as an Earth system finally pushed the 
cooperation and exchange of methods and approaches beyond established boundaries of dis-
ciplines. Next to traditional disciplines (as physics, physical geography, geology and meteor-
ology), new areas of research were formed at the boundaries of those fields and established 
themselves as independent fields of research, for example crystallography, hydrogeology, ge-
ochemistry, paleoclimatology and so on (topics, processes/layering). In 1919, the Interna-
tional Union for Geodesy and Geophysics was founded as an institution to gather all geosci-
entific disciplines together. During the Cold War, geosciences became even more important 
because they were politicised and supported by enormous financial means. 
Our project explores the creation of and [changes in geoscientific disciplines in the 19th and 
20th centuries regarding its interdisciplinary character, the accompanied epistemic negotiations 
as well as research technology (e.g. mass spectrometry, computers, satellites, sonar, research 
vessels and aeroplanes). We want to explore under which conditions geoscientific disciplines 
have changed or formed anew. One interesting aspect is to find out how instruments, methods 
and approaches of physics and chemistry have come to other specialist fields, like glacier 
research and pedology, and how they changed them.  
Furthermore, we want to explore how and under which conditions new specialist fields like 
pedology and physics of the atmosphere have formed on the edge of traditional disciplines. 
Have they formed as an addition to existing specialist fields, as it was the case with ice core 
research complementing glaciology (topics, processes/layering)? Or have new technologies 
and a new understanding of environment and environmental problems pushed “traditional” ap-
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proaches away, as it was the case with model-based climate research replacing classical cli-
matology (topics, processes/displacement)? Or have new problems only led towards new 
specialisation within pre-existing frames of theories and methods? How have new geoscientific 
fields of research been distinguished from chemistry or geophysics (processes, institu-
tions/layering)? Moreover, how has epistemic authority on the boundaries between disci-
plines and possible conflicts between various scientific approaches been negotiated? In ac-
cordance with STS studies, we want to take the role of research instruments and institutions 
seriously and examine its conservational role as well as its role in supporting change. How 
important has research technology like computers and satellites been as a focal point of vari-
ous disciplines within these processes? How did research instruments and institutions support 
a certain continuity of scientific problems and methods and thus a process of layering and 
even drift? How did specific research technology in particular support a change of approaches 
and research aims when they entered new disciplines? 
 
Possible dissertation projects. 
(1) On the history of tree ring research (Baumringforschung / dendrochronology) 
In the 20th century, dendrochronology became an important impetus for reconstructing past 
vegetative conditions, studying the relation between the growth of trees and climatic changes 
as well as dating archaeological sites. We want to explore which conditions made dendrochro-
nology a research field that was taken seriously. Furthermore, we want to find out how it 
changed other disciplines (e.g. climate research or ecology) and how it was related to other 
dating methods (meaning, whether there have been marginalisation effects regarding topics 
and processes (displacement) or layering – as can be expected in the case of radio carbon 
dating. 
(2) Role of the International Union for Geodesy and Geophysics (IUGG) for geosciences in the 
20th century. 
Using the IUGG, we can examine the role this kind of union played in the discipline building 
processes of geosciences as well as which criteria contributed to the acceptance or rejection 
of disciplines. Furthermore, we want to explore how disciplines were related to already existing 
unions (institutions/layering, displacement) and what role the union played in imposing new 
instruments and theories. Additionally, we want to answer the question of how such an institu-
tion was able to adapt to oft-changing demands on geosciences in the 20th century and how it 
was part of creating these demands themselves.  
Possible doctoral candidates. Historians interested in natural sciences as well as sociology 
of science or organisational sociology; geoscientists willing to familiarise themselves with 
methods and theories of the history of science. 
 
 
3.1.5 Continuity and change in the field of geometry and at polytechnics in German-speaking 

countries in the second half of the 19th century. 
During 1810-1860 the commercial-technical education sector (especially the polytechnics) in 
German-speaking countries was established. The main focus of the years thereafter from 1860 
to 1900 was on the fight for revaluation or even equality of secondary modern schools and 
traditional high schools (Gymnasien) as well as of polytechnics and universities. This was also 
due to the rapidly expanding industrialisation. Descriptive geometry worked as a trademark for 
mathematics and thus played an important role (Benstein 2019). Some even demanded the 
teaching of this subject at universities – especially taking into consideration teachers-to-be 
(institutions, processes/displacement). Among obstacles for realising this proposition were 
institutional problems at universities (e.g. lack of rooms or facilities, but of competent teachers 
as well) and a strong aversion to any user-oriented field. Descriptive geometry becoming a 
subject at universities necessitated a break with traditional teaching methods because it could 
not be taught in the traditional way but required the active participation of students (pro-
cesses/displacement) (Volkert 2018). Descriptive geometry has been a central part of train-
ing new engineers and architects ever since it was systematically taught at the École polytech-
nique in Paris (1794) by G. Monge (Barbin et al. 2019). At polytechnics, it was taught at a high 
level and research was done as well (topics, processes/drift). Against the background of 
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division of labour, the aim was to develop the mechanically taught and executed practice of 
drawing into a scientifically grounded field of geometry (topics/drift).  
Together with other descriptive geometers, Wilhelm Fiedler (1832-1912) who was professor 
for descriptive geometry and geometry of position at the polytechnic in Zürich, developed an 
idea: in order to revalue descriptive geometry, his idea was to merge it with projective geome-
try, which was a highly respected and active field of research at the time (topics/layering). 
Continuity and change worked closely together (Volkert 2018, 2020). 
Fiedler offers numerous options for further research in the above-mentioned field. This is due 
not only to his extensive work that was always dedicated to revaluing polytechnics, but also to 
his central role within a network that supported geometry. This network is often recognisable 
in Fiedler’s extensive correspondence (nearly 2000 letters; Confalonieri et al. 2019). Debates 
of the time over the subject (the validity of various theories of descriptive geometry, whether it 
makes sense to merge descriptive geometry with projective geometry) as well as over institu-
tional matters (the fight for free choice of field of study and for academic self-administration as 
well as the right to award doctorates, the Northern German vs Southern German way) are 
omnipresent in his correspondence and deeply intertwined. The theoretical frame of the GRK 
is well-suited for analysis of these intertwined and multi-layered developments with all its con-
tinuities and breaches. 
One aspect that is deeply intertwined with teaching descriptive geometry and which needs 
further research was the use and creation of material models. Descriptive geometry got most 
of its very successful modelling in the second half of the 19th century from people working at 
polytechnics (e.g. A. Brill, L. Burmester, W. Fiedler as well as Wiener father and son). 
 
Possible dissertation projects. 
(1) The network of geometry and its traces in Wilhelm Fiedler’s correspondence  
In this regard, we need to analyse sources, particularly letters, and thus acquire detailed infor-
mation about the situation[s] that Fiedler’s partners were in (e.g. at which school/university did 
they teach?). Furthermore, we need to find out about typical disputed points like staffing, pub-
lications (topics/layering) as well as about institutional references (institutions/layering, dis-
placement). Interesting correspondence partners are in particular R. Sturm, G. Hauck, H. C. 
H. Schubert, S. Gundelfinger and O. Schlömilch. Among others, research can be based on the 
annotated edition of the correspondence between Fiedler and Clebsch/Klein/Cremona as well 
as other Italian mathematicians (Confalonieri et al. 2019).  
(2) Transfer of descriptive geometry at universities 
In this regard, we need to find out when, where and by whom descriptive geometry was taught 
at universities (between 1860 and 1900). An interesting question is whether topics and institu-
tional conditions changed (e.g. facilities of mathematical-natural scientific faculties or sections, 
regulations for examinations) (topics, institutions/layering, and displacement). For exam-
ple, F. Klein tried to give a lecture on descriptive geometry, shortly after he had been appointed 
at Leipzig. Another agent of descriptive geometry is G. Hauck, who taught this subject in Tü-
bingen for a while. At universities in the German speaking part of Switzerland, the subject of 
descriptive geometry was well represented. Research can be based on the dissertation of N. 
Benstein (2019). W. Fiedler’s papers, which are conserved at the Archives of the ETH, are a 
great source. 
 
Possible doctoral candidates. Mathematicians interested in history, especially teachers-to-
be. 
 
3.1.6 Crisis and violence as research objects viewed from a global perspective from the 19th 

to 21st centuries. 
Since the second half of the 19th century, scientific interest in violence and crises has grown 
exponentially. On the one hand, already existing disciplines like medicine and sociology in-
creasingly explored “war”, “catastrophes” or “trauma”. On the other hand, new interdisciplinary 
fields emerged, such as “disaster studies” or “conflict studies”. This project examines how the 
phenomena of crisis and violence have been conceptualised in this process of scientification. 
In particular, we focus on how crisis and violence were interpreted as expressions and motors 
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of social and historical change, but also as “natural laboratories”, that facilitated the observa-
tion of this change. We will explore how the formation of research objects and the generated 
research results are connected to the scientific practices employed in their production. These 
scientific practices are in a variety of fields characterised by considerable continuities – in par-
ticular, with respect to the “anchoring practices” (Camic et al. 2012), e.g. the methods that were 
prioritised and shaped the self-image of scientific communities. Leading scientists of various 
fields clung to the same definitions and methods for decades despite dramatic changes both 
in the phenomena of crisis and violence themselves as well as their societal contexts (topics, 
processes/drift). Shifts occurring at the margins of fields (topics, processes/displacement) 
– e.g. regarding the definition of “disaster” – were rejected by the mainstream at first or actively 
“ignored” (Proctor/Schiebinger 2008). Accepting new concepts and methods happened late, 
slowly and in supplement to existing core assumptions (topics, processes/layering). Our pro-
ject analyses such delayed developments as well as “roads not taken” that give an idea on 
how “science could have been” (Pickering et al. 2016). Potentially radical transformations of 
scientific practices that were discussed as desirable yet never implemented (e.g. on the level 
of interdisciplinary or “transcultural” research practices) belong to those roads not taken.  
The project explores how in various fields continuities in the production and (non)-circulation 
of (new) knowledge, were connected to institutional change. In this regard, we want to focus 
on the influence of social inequalities (distributed along categories such as gender, class or 
able-bodiedness) and global power relations on the creation of knowledge as it has been ex-
amined within recent years, e.g. in research in the areas of feminist and post/de-colonial sci-
ence studies (Harding 2016; Pollock/Subramaniam 2016; Lanza Rivers 2019). We want to 
examine what impact new, formal regulations (e.g. regarding gender equality) had on the ac-
tual division of labour. Furthermore, we will analyse the relationship between technological 
change (brought along e.g. by the use of computers) and “social stasis” in scientific practices. 
Moreover, we also want to analyse the epistemic consequences that the transformations on 
the level of scientific practices had on the generated research results. 
Since the research goal of scientific inquiry into crisis and violence was often the creation of 
applicable and practical knowledge, the project includes a focus on the transformations and 
continuities that can be observed with respect to the ways in which the produced research 
results were put to use in political and practical forms of dealing with the phenomena of vio-
lence and disaster. We are particularly interested in analysing the persistence of a “science 
policy gap” (Knowles/Kunreuther 2014) – the non-implementation of scientific knowledge in 
e.g. disaster related policy making.  
 
Possible dissertation projects 
(1) History of social science research on pandemics from the 19th to the 21st century. 
This project examines how continuities in power relations on the institutional and macro-social 
levels have prevented or complicated the implementation of critical social scientific knowledge 
about pandemics – for example, knowledge concerning the role that structural racism and so-
cial inequalities play in them, when it comes to the generated research results as well as their 
implementation, in particular in the context of policy-making. A special focus will be on the role 
of “colonial continuities” (e.g. with respect to the question of who is attributed the status of 
scientific “expert”) that survived formal de-colonialisation (topics, processes/drift). At the 
same time, we want to analyse gradual transformations that came after the creation of inter-
national research facilities, especially in the Global South (topics, institutions, and pro-
cesses/layering). 
(2) History of social science research on “violent” protest movements in the USA and Latin 
America in the 20th and 21st centuries. 
This project compares the impacts of changes in institutional and political contexts of explora-
tion (e.g. “racial riots”) on the creation of knowledge, and analyses them from a global per-
spective of comparison and interrelation. It analyses how the new phenomenon of protest 
(emerging e.g. in response to “environmental disasters”) transformed scientific practices, es-
pecially in the case of scientists who were also (former) social or political activists (institutions, 
processes/displacement). At the same time, the dissertation explores continuities that sur-
vived institutional changes (topics, processes/drift), e.g. with respect to the conceptualisation 
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of “collective behaviour”, as well as the slow and gradual changes that led e.g. to the integration 
of participatory procedures into the mix of methods (topics, processes/layering). 
Possible doctoral candidates. Graduates of history, sociology, philosophy and anthropology 
of science as well as of STS, but also graduates of other (interdisciplinary) studies of social 
sciences and humanities. 
 
3.1.7 Standard model of particle physics as a Kuhn paradigm (20th/21st centuries). 
Kuhn’s conception of scientific development has been used diversely, been developed further 
and been criticised. Its paramount importance for scientific research as a whole as well as its 
controversial reception have been stressed recently (Devlin/Bokulich 2015; Blum et al. 2016; 
Richards/Daston 2016). As he described science as scientific cultures and viewed scientific 
knowledge as influenced by the interaction between those cultures and their environment, 
Kuhn became one of the key drivers of STS research that continues to view him in a positive 
light. One of the most contentious objections in the philosophy of science is that Kuhn’s con-
ception is exclusively tailored to physics, but that it is inapplicable precisely to physics.] On the 
contrary, his conception found great and lasting popularity in physics. Some people speak of 
a crisis of this discipline in the sense of Kuhn, as predictions that should have removed weak-
nesses of the standard model of particle physics, could not be confirmed (Giudice 2017). We 
want to examine whether Kuhn’s conception or its advancements (especially regarding terms 
like paradigm and normal science and the assertion of incommensurability) are a correct de-
scription of the present research in physics by analysing the dispute about the standard model 
of particle physics.  
Ever since it was created in the 1970s, the standard model is one of the most successful 
theories in physics. At the same, it is confronted with phenomena that cannot be explained 
within its boundaries. The following questions are the centre of our project: To what extent can 
the standard model be viewed as a paradigm of Kuhn’s conception? Can we describe phe-
nomena that do not fit into the frame of the standard model as anomalies? Moreover, would 
their successful explanation by alternative theories lead to a discontinuity that replaces the old 
paradigm with a new one (topics/displacement)? Has the expectation for a profound change 
expressed by representatives of alternative theories been based on a certain perspective of 
the development of physics and its public depiction?  
Is using terms such as upheaval and break in order to describe the advancement of particle 
physics incorrect because it changes gradually through the assimilation of new theories (top-
ics/layering)? In this context, we want to find out how Kuhn’s conception and its developments 
can be applied at all to the complex experiments and laborious institutional structures that are 
typical for accelerator experiments and to analysing their results (processes, institu-
tions/drift).  
We would set new limits for the use of Kuhn’s conception by proving that particle physics is a 
new type of a permanent normal science that nevertheless is confronted with profound anom-
alies (topics/drift). Clarifying all anomalies might be difficult due to the lack of explanatory 
approaches and the financial means that are necessary for building mediators that allow for 
higher energy and thus new discoveries.  
 
Possible dissertation projects. 
(1) The standard model as paradigm of high-energy physics? Capabilities and limits of a the-
oretical conception and its acceptance among physicists. 
This project focuses on the question of how criteria of normal science can be used for contem-
porary high-energy physics (topics/drift). We would focus on identifying those elements of the 
meaning of paradigm that are suitable for high-energy physics and discussing them as well as 
on depicting the structure of the correlation between various theories of the standard model 
and its practical contexts. Additionally, we want to critically analyse previous references of 
physicists to the conception of normal science. 
(2) Anomalies of high-energy physics: Common ground and boundaries with other unexplained 
phenomena of high-energy physics. 
With this project, we want to analyse the challenges of high-energy physics that arise from 
unexplained phenomena regarding their potential as a foundation for a fundamental deviation 
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from the standard model (topics/displacement, layering). The term anomaly denotes this 
potential. Examples of phenomena for discussion are: the absence of the strong CP-violation, 
[the] existence of the neutrino mass, the lack of theoretical unity in the standard model. 
Possible doctoral candidates. Graduates of physics with philosophical knowledge or of phi-
losophy with knowledge of physics. 
 
 
3.1.8 Structural mathematics in the first half of the 20th century: Change of methods and loss 

of knowledge. 
With the transition from the 19th to the 20th century came a change in the methods used in 
mathematics]. The so-called structural methods in mathematics greatly shaped mathematics 
in the 20th century. Phases of this development are “modern algebra”, the contribution of the 
Bourbaki group and category theory (Corry 1996). This change of method can be easily seen 
on a bibliometric level: it was in the theory of Lie groups that the term “structure” was first used 
in mathematics in 1889 (Hawkins 2000, 85). The spread of this term gained speed in the fol-
lowing decades, as can be seen in the “Jahrbuch über die Fortschritte der Mathematik”, for 
example. A deeper investigation of this phenomenon within the analytical framework of the 
GRK seems profitable in several ways. 
Firstly, the emergence of structural methods in numerous mathematical disciplines (algebra, 
functional analysis, topology, algebraic geometry and several others) lead to an amendment 
of traditional theories (topics/layering). It also led to a concrete loss of knowledge (topics/dis-
placement). The theory of invariants is an example of a mathematical discipline that nearly 
petered out due to the methodical changes (Fisher 1967; Parshall 1990). Furthermore, there 
are numerous historical connections to “structuralisms” in other fields of science, such that a 
comparative approach seems promising. Finally, numerous institutional conditions play a role, 
such as the fact that the members of the Bourbaki group studied together, or the emergence 
of the Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach after World War II (Krömer 2010; Rem-
mert 2020). Bourbaki’s initial motive was to modernise the teaching practices at universities 
(processes/displacement); there was a subsequent attempt to expand this to schools as well. 
In the last few decades, the dominance of structural methods in mathematics subsided, which 
requires explanation. An obvious hypothesis is that the use of computers as a new tool allowed 
for an increase in numerically oriented research (and thus, for instance, for an increasing in-
terest in concrete invariants within algebraic geometry). Another hypothesis is that the influ-
ence of the Bourbaki group was reduced – the reasons for that need to be analysed. 
 
Possible dissertation projects. 
(1) The term “structure” in mathematical discourse 1889-1942. A bibliometric study by using 
the “Jahrbuch über die Fortschritte der Mathematik”. On the one hand, data from the yearbook 
shows that the number of presented papers that include the term have increased throughout 
the mentioned period, both in terms of absolute numbers as well as percentage details. On the 
other hand, the number of affected mathematical disciplines has increased as well. The scope 
of the dissertation project should include more detailed analysis of these processes (top-
ics/layering). 
(2) Mathematical structuralism. Bourbaki’s influence regarding topics and institutions on the 
emergence and spreading of mathematical structuralism.  
An analysis of the historical role of the Bourbaki group might focus on shifts occurring at the 
level of the content of the knowledge that was produced, but also on how knowledge production 
was coined by changing power relations (STS).This is due to the fact that the members of the 
group had an essential influence on the institutional level for decades – when it came to the 
appointment of important professors or even on a reform of schooling (that was oriented on a 
structural mathematical approach), especially in France. Furthermore, Bourbakism is referred 
to in structuralisms of other disciplines, especially in French speaking countries (de Saussure, 
Lévi-Strauss, Piaget) (topics/layering; institutions/displacement). 
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Possible doctoral candidates. Graduates of mathematics with history as a second subject 
or alternatively graduates of history of science with reference to mathematics. 
 
3.1.9 Scientific change through social diversity? A critical, empirical and normative discussion 

of feminist standpoint theory (20th/21st centuries). 
As feminist approaches of the STS (especially standpoint theoretical approaches) have em-
phasised, including as many perspectives as possible in scientific research is epistemically 
useful. According to standpoint theory, every person’s perspective of the world is necessarily 
shaped by social status, education, nationality, sex, etc., which enters into research decisions 
in several ways (not only into the research agenda but also into hypotheses, methods, instru-
ments, concepts, and design of experiments, as well as into the interpretation and classification 
of data and other evidence). 
In particular, standpoint theory states that including women scientists in fields formerly domi-
nated by men would lead to new approaches and ideas, and thus a more adequate under-
standing of the world (Keller 1985; Haraway 1988; Harding 1991; Longino 2002; Fehr 2011). 
In fact, female contributions in anthropology and behavioural research generated veritable par-
adigm shifts. Where male researchers had formerly focused on behaviour and characteristics 
such as aggression and hunting skills, women expanded the scope to include attributes such 
as cooperativeness, the willingness to help others, and the skills necessary to select, prepare 
and preserve plants, thereby leading to pioneering results for explaining the emergence of 
social behaviours or the generation of tools (Brown 2001, 201-204). Therefore, including 
women scientists was of great use for scientific change as old theories were replaced by new 
approaches (topics/displacement). 
However, empirical studies show that women scientists still have to endure strong social pres-
sure in many disciplines (especially STEM) due to gender bias. Consequently, they are afraid 
of being discriminated against as scientists which typically affects them in their scientific work. 
Self-censorship in particular has been found to be an issue (meaning that they tend to be overly 
careful and reluctant in their choices of research topics and hypotheses) as well as a tendency 
to be overly cautious and conservative in their methodological choices (Sonnert/Holton 1995; 
Valian 1998; Bright 2017). Therefore, women’s contributions are not always helpful in correct-
ing misguided androcentric perspectives; they can generate scientific change only in a limited 
way (topics/layering). 
At the same time, these effects – self-censorship and methodological conservatism – reinforce 
their reasons: research of affected women scientists can be ignored and marginalised more 
easily because women tend to be less innovative and to publish less than men do. This shows 
a circularity, as ignorance and marginalisation reproduce and even enhance gender bias and 
hence pressure on women scientists. However, social studies have shown that some women 
may also react to experiencing gender bias not by behaving in a less confident manner but as 
a kind of backlash, by overcompensating, that is, by being especially assertive and productive. 
However, as Antony (2012) has pointed out, women academics who behave in such a way will 
also experience sanctions in the form of social exclusion because they violate common gen-
dered expectations. Thus, both kinds of reactions will ultimately be disadvantageous. Hence, 
Antony argues that this poses a real double bind: If they behave according to gender-norms, 
they are marginalised but if they don’t, they are maligned. 
Although feminist science studies emphasise the potential of including women scientists in 
order to generate – corrective or innovative – change by adding new perspectives, this poten-
tial is limited by the mentioned dilemma. However, if the mere presence of women scientists 
is not sufficient – as empirical studies suggest – for achieving the epistemic benefit emphasised 
by feminist standpoint theory, we need to examine which institutional, structural and social 
conditions are required to do so (processes, institutions/displacement). 
 
Possible dissertation projects. 
(1) Criteria in theory choice 
In this project, the role of methodological criteria in theory choice is to be examined. Traditional 
criteria, such as accuracy, external consistency, simplicity, scope, and fruitfulness need to be 
weighed and interpreted in their respective contexts (Kuhn 1977). This is also valid for feminist 
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alternatives, such as novelty, ontological heterogeneity or complexity (Longino 2002). How-
ever, widely shared prejudices can be inconspicuously influence research decisions and thus 
be reproduced. Feminist criteria are in danger of serving as a fig leaf in the context of discrim-
inative evaluations and thus contributing to concealing the problem (processes, topics/layer-
ing). 
(2) Peer review as a guarantee for critical approaches 
Although peer reviews are traditionally used to exclude non-epistemic preferences from as-
sessing scientific work, a dispute has recently arisen as to whether anonymity in peer reviews 
is still feasible or rather a waste of resources (Bright/Heesen 2019). Online preprint archives 
are one proposed alternative to anonymous peer reviews. The key question is whether and to 
what extent peer reviews have a role today in encouraging criticism and contributing to reduced 
bias and increased inclusion in academia. (processes, institutions/ displacement). 
Possible doctoral candidates. Graduates of philosophy, history or sociology of science or, 
graduates of a natural science with an interest in gender issues. 
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